EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS IN CHISELLING SOLID CONCRETE
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Abstract. Experimental research was performed for analysing the chiselling process. The conditions of crack formation and crack propagation have been analysed. In the first step impact tests with a standard chisel shape and with a pointed chisel were performed. These tests represented the basic investigations into the chisel load effects on mechanical processing of concrete. In the next step precise modifications were applied to the flat-chisel cutting edge with the aim of improving the cutting-edge geometry.
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1. Introduction

In the redevelopment of buildings, solid concrete has to be mechanically processed. Powerful tools are needed when this kind of work is to be done to a great extent. For manufacturing these tools, experiences made under operating conditions have to be considered. Therefore the effects of the chisel loading are to be investigated in laboratories. The analysis of the results and scientific research up to the present [1] shall render an increase in productivity by the development of appropriate tools.

The present state of research on the aimed destruction of concrete using hand-guided drill hammers and chisel hammers is essentially well-proven concerning the interaction of the machine and the chiselling tool. An enormous improvement of these tools has been achieved in the past by a steady optimisation of the mechanical, electronic, pneumatic and control parts, eg by the electro-pneumatic principle (Doepper) [2, 3].

While the optimisation of the machine (drill and chisel hammer) including the tool(chisel)-machine (hammer) interface has reached a hardly improvable standard, the optimisation of the tool-concrete interface is still at an early stage of development. For this reason the authors try to improve the tool-concrete interface, which so far has only been investigated to a little extent.

This interface is the zone where the impact force of the machine, which is transmitted via the tool (chisel), is applied to the concrete body. The processes and effects involving the impact-loaded chisel cutting edge and the concrete structure below and surrounding it are investigated in order to achieve an improvement of concrete processing. This concerns the Meso range (two-phase model) or the micro range (poly-phase model).

Basically, two tendencies were found in the research literature. Investigations of the concrete in the Meso range or micro range were mainly performed under static loading. This involved experimental as well as analytical research, and comprehensive evaluations and analytical models have been worked out [4, 5].

Also investigations of dynamic loading of large concrete parts (slabs, columns and beams) due to motor vehicles, aircraft crashes or other impact loading were performed [6].

Investigations of the fracture and failure behaviour of concrete due to a fracture initialisation caused by dynamic forces, like the impact loading via a chisel, are very complicated and difficult to analyse theoretically. Up to the present time no scientific papers about the impact force application are known, in which the aim was to analyse the fracture initialisation and fracture development up to the total failure while the concrete is not considered in the engineering or structural range, ie not as a homogeneous material. The research literature also included related areas, eg brittle materials (ceramics, rock) [7].

2. Test set-up

Due to the chosen form of the energy input with a dropping device it was possible to perform a precisely defined single impact. The kinetic energy for such an impact was transmitted by a drop body similar to the piston of a chisel hammer [8].
The amount of kinetic energy for a single impact could be precisely determined by a variation of the drop body mass. This amount was chosen in the range of the adequate amounts of kinetic energy of the drill hammers used in the subsequent experiments.

A device developed by the authors had to be built in the test laboratory of the Leipzig University of Applied Science in order to perform the necessary experiments. Fig 1 shows the schematic representation of it.

The test installation consists of an upper part, the release device, and a lower part, the retaining device. Both components are connected by adherence and positive engagement to a vertical I-beam, which is, in turn, integrated into the system of the hall. Three wires are mounted between the two parts. These guide wires are used only for the initial alignment of the drop bodies in order to reach a vertical position of their longitudinal axis. As the release position is vertically aligned with the central impact point, the drop body reaches a vertical position immediately after the release to the free fall. Due to this vertical position the drop body falls without any further friction and transfers its kinetic energy abruptly to the chisel, which stands still. The wires are made of patented cast-steel strings for music instruments by the company 'Stahl- und Drahtwerke Roeslau' [9]. It is characteristic of them that they can be extremely tightened. Therefore they immediately compensate any deflection of the drop body's longitudinal axis from the vertical position, which might occur after the release. In this process the contact area of drop body and wires is negligible. The upper part of the test installation serves as a mounting for the wires as well as for the release.

The adjusting screws on the release device and on the retaining one allow a vertical alignment. The possible but rarely occurring change in the vertical alignment during a heavy use of the test installation can be compensated by adjusting screws. It was occasionally observed that the drop body moves out of the guide wires due to a deflection from the vertical position.

This possibility of moving out proves again that the wires are not supposed to be a guidance associated with frictional loss.

The retaining device consists of the following elements. The connection and stabilisation of the chisel is done by a clamping device. By this device the chisel was pressed to the test specimen with a total force of 400 N. This corresponds to the manual pressure force measured in pre-tests with drill hammers and combination hammer in vertical position. Static forces, which can be varied, are applied. The clamping force is transmitted by a very narrow outer circular cone. The contact area is so small that its influence on the actual chisel body can be neglected. The displacement gauge for tracking the intrusion is retained by a device. The concrete test specimen is laid on a massive concrete base and it is, as a whole body, clamped firmly in three directions to its bottom side. Concrete bases with various heights are available in order to adapt the kinetic energy of the single impact to the various combination hammers to be compared.

Fig 2 shows the cylindrical drop bodies used in the drop tests. The impact surface of these bodies was rounded according to the ones used with the electro-pneumatic principle in the drill hammers (Doepper) [10]. This rounding made sure that the impetus was transmitted abruptly to the chisel. In this way an inclination of the impact bodies and thus a non-vertical force application could be prevented.

![Fig 1. Schematic representation of the free-fall device](image_url)

![Fig 2. Dimensions and masses of the drop bodies used to generate different amounts of kinetic energy for a single impact](image_url)
The possibility of choosing the kinetic energy of the single impact is based on the differences between the various cylindrical drop bodies.

The drop bodies' masses were selected according to the kinetic energy of the single impacts of the drill hammers used in the real-life tests. The amount of energy for the smallest mass \( m_1 \) corresponds to the combination hammer TE 54. A variation of the kinetic energy amount was rendered by the height-adjustable mounting of the test specimen. The kinetic energy of the single impact for mass \( m_2 \) corresponds to the combination hammer TE 92.

Drop height of the mass \( h = 4,75 \) m. The impacting velocity is calculated as follows:

\[
v = \sqrt{2 \cdot g \cdot h},
\]

\[
v = 9,65 \text{ m/s}
\]

The kinetic energy of the single impact is

\[
W = \frac{m \cdot v^2}{2}
\]

and correspondingly the numbers for the 3 masses [11]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass [g]</th>
<th>Kinetic Energy [Nm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>5,87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>8,76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248</td>
<td>11,55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Test specimens

Cubical test specimens of concrete were made for the experiments with the drop device. They had the composition listed below and three different sizes: 10 x 10 x 10 cm, 15 x 15 x 15 cm and 20 x 20 x 20 cm.

For the concrete of the strength class 35, Portland cement of the quality grade PZ 35, made by factory Zementhuette Coswig/Elbe, was used. The aggregates were composed according to the screening line B (largest grain 16 mm).

Grain diameter moisture of aggregates:

- 0 - 2 mm 44 % 3.0 %
- 2 - 8 mm 34 % 1.0 %
- 8 - 16 mm 22 % 1.5 %

The test specimens were made with a water/cement ratio \( W/Z = 0.47 \) [12].

4. Measuring method for tracking cracks

The total amount of energy which was transmitted to the specimens up to the fracture was measured in all experiments as well as the total intrusion depth and the concrete mass which broke off.

Due to the precise single impact in the drop device the effect of every impact on the intrusion and the crack propagation could be recorded.

In the tests with the distance of 4,5 cm to the edge, the amount of energy transmitted to the specimen in terms of the crack formation and the crack propagation could be recorded.

In the test with a small distance between the chisel and the edge of the plate, only the total amount of energy transmitted to the specimen could be recorded due to predominantly short time until the crack formation.

In addition to measuring, the dimensions of the masses broken of the concrete were recorded for characterising the shape and the angle of the crack propagation.

While the amount of energy transmitted to the specimen (total amount and for a single impact) and the intrusion depth could be measured with a greater accuracy in the drop tests, certain restrictions had to be made for the tests with the chisel hammer.

The amount of kinetic energy was measured using an electronic chronometer. Reaction times of \( \ast 1/10 \) s are to be assumed for the process of handling the chisel and observing the breaking off. However, due to the variance in the processing of the material concrete these reaction times have only a minor importance. In the drop tests the total intrusion depth was measured with the intrusions of the single impacts with an accuracy of 0,01 mm.

In the tests with the drill hammer, only the total intrusion depth could be measured. This was done with an accuracy of \( \ast 1 \) mm.

The masses broken off were measured using a balance with an accuracy of \( \ast 1 \) g for both drop tests and real-life chiselling tests.

The dimensions of the masses broken off were measured with an accuracy of \( \ast 5 \) mm.

To investigate the crack surface created during chiselling, a procedure was chosen and developed which recorded the desired steps of the crack propagation and allowed to see them after the final fracture. This desired crack tracking became feasible due to a colour-indication method.

The colours had to fulfil two important requirements:

- on the one hand, it was necessary that they could spread up to the crack tip even at great depths;
- on the other hand, the subsequently applied colours should not interfere with each other.

Appropriate colours were developed in cooperation with a laboratory for organic systems, research and industry consultancy in Leipzig/Luetzschena after an extensive testing.

The colours are based on two different solvents:

- the first solvent is water and
- the second one is acetone.

A plural tenside decreasing the viscosity of the liquids, was added to the aqueous solutions [13]. It increases the creeping capability and facilitates the application of the colours with compressed air. Colours from the microscoppy (colouring of tissue) were used and proved to work well.
The problem of the influence of a subsequent colour on the colour applied before (mixing, flushing) was solved using a fixing substance. This is a polyacrylate-copolymer which cures insolubly after the oxidation, i.e., when the solution has dried, it cannot be washed out by subsequent colours.

For very deep cracks, e.g., with large specimens or at a great distance from the edge, colour solutions based on acetone were developed yet. These guaranteed to reach even the tip of very deep cracks due to the viscosity of acetone, which is the smallest possible one for liquids.

The percentages of the composition of the colour solutions are as follows:

2% colour
- blue – (Krypurbilau) * Diazofarbstoff
- red – (Eosinrot) * Phenolphthalain
- yellow – (Naphtolgelb) * Diazofarbstoff
- green – (Malachtigrün) * Rosanilinfa
20% polyacrylate-copolymer
78% solvent (water, acetone)

Due to their improved pigment dissolving, the lighter colours yellow and green could reach the crack tip without difficulties, also when the air pressure decreased at greater depths. For this reason the solvent acetone was used for the lighter colours and because it also showed improved viscosity characteristics.

The colours were applied to the crack from the concrete surface by a prolonged needle. In addition to the decreased viscosity of the colour indicators, they were pushed into the furthest crack tip using compressed air. In pre-tests and also during the whole performance of the actual experiments, the limit of the crack width, up to which the colour indicators could spread, were determined as 10 mm. This crack width still belongs to the micro-crack range, where the concrete can still transmit a considerable amount of its maximum stress [14]. After applying the colours along the crack front, hot air was pressed into the crack and the specimen was heated in the central part of the cutting edge. After the oxidation and the insoluble curing of the applied colour indicator the crack state is recorded corresponding to the amount of energy transmitted to the specimen up to this moment.

5. Conclusions for a modified design of the cutting-edge geometry

After testing the drop device and basic experiments with the chisel hammer, which served for investigating the concrete destruction in the chiselling process, the conclusions were made. An increase in performance can primarily be accomplished through an improved cutting-edge geometry of the flat chisel. The idea behind modifying the chisel design was to find a good ratio of the intrusion phase to the disruption phase. As a result of this, an increased processing performance should be accomplished. In the first stage, six modifications of the flat chisel form were investigated. In this way, the influence of the geometry change on the processing performance could be determined.

One criterion was the lateral design of the cutting edge. It was assumed that a better crack forming could be accomplished by sharpening the lateral edge, because of the crack forming on both sides of the narrow chisel cutting edge. In addition, it had been proved by experiments with the pointed chisel that due to the lateral pressure forces the crack is initialised at a certain distance from the chisel. The lateral sharpening of the cutting edge should, on the one hand, prevent the formation of a lateral compression area and, on the other hand, a stress concentration in the direction of the initial crack propagation. Both properties aim at leading the micro cracks, which have been formed by a destruction of the concrete’s structure, as effectively as possible to a rational crack that grows to a fracture [15].

Another modification of the flat-chisel cutting edge was made in order to reduce the notch energy. A trapezoidal form was given to the chisel cutting edge for a decrease of the initial resistance at the beginning of the intrusion phase. A transmission of the necessary cleaving forces is not possible until a certain depth and thus contact surface, which depend on various influences (distance to edge, kinetic energy of the single impact). Up to this stage only destruction of the concrete body surface occurs (associated with the formation of splinters). Here it is possible that several layers break off subsequently. This behaviour can primarily be noticed with blunt impact bodies. A decrease in the amount of energy transmitted to the specimen before the creation of a solid contact by a reduction of the penetration effect was aimed through the reduction of the cross-section at the chisel edge. The total surface of force transmission was, however, decreased too in this way.

According to the tests with the pointed chisel an earlier crack initialisation was aimed by the force concentration under and beside the downsized chisel cutting edge. However, with an increasing intrusion depth the contact surface area increases and improves the transmission of the cleaving forces.

A third modification, which also resulted from the experiments with the crack tracking, was the setting back the central part of the cutting edge and the corresponding creation of two lateral teeth. Thus the contact surfaces between concrete and chisel were reduced too. In this way, higher shock compression stresses should be applied through these stress concentration points. As a result, a better stress application at the points of the crack initialisation was aimed, and additionally a separation of the large compression area below the cutting edge into two smaller ones was intended. The breaking of the concrete below the cutting edge due to the separation of the stress concentrations was the aim of this modification. It should lead to a noticeable loosening up directly under...
the concrete surface and thus it should create a gap under the cutting edge, which gives a better point of application for the forces at the crack front. In this way a similar crack pattern should occur.

On the basis of these findings, six chisel modifications were analysed (Figs 3–5).

![Origin chisel and flat chisel](image)

**Fig 3.** Origin chisel

![Chisel modifications 1-3](image)

**Fig 4.** Chisel modifications 1–3

The investigations were performed for all chisel versions in the drop device as well as with the two chisel hammers TE 54 and TE 92. The aim was to compare the performance of the different types of chisels. A separation of the cutting-edge designs and existing dependencies on various parameters (e.g., intrusion ability) should be proofed by statistic significance checks and correlation analysis.

The experiments with the real-life chisel hammer were performed in two steps. In the first step the six chisel modifications mentioned above were analysed. In the second step the findings from these experiments were used to improve the processing performance and to prove the performance of the best chisels.

Three stages were distinguished in the analysis of the energy input at the intrusion of the different chisels into the concrete: the start intrusion stage, the crack stage and the pre-fracture stage. The calculated average values are shown in Fig 6.
The analysis of the intrusion depths increase shows distinctively that
- the chisel with a conical cutting edge makes greater intrusion depths at the start stage;
- the sharp cutting edge has a positive effect at least in the intrusion process;
- immediately before and during the formation of the microcrack(s) the intrusion depths decrease relatively strongly, while they remain constant or rise after;
- in comparison with other chisels, the highest intrusion depths occur immediately before the fracture with the chisel with the most impacts between crack and fracture (but also with the greatest contact surface).

The experiments of the chisel types 1-6 and of the standard chisel have shown that positive as well as negative effects are obtained with the modifications.

The important results are mainly the energy fractions and fracture stages, which occur during chiselling and contradict each other. The positive effect on the notch stage, which is obtained by an improvement of the intrusion ability, is not existent anymore in the subsequent cleaving stage, because it is caused by a reduction of the contact area. In contrast, an increased contact area has a positive effect on the cleaving stage. The relative energy losses through the edge resistance are reduced by a lateral force application area that is as large as possible.

These contrasting effects have to be compensated by a matching cutting-edge geometry. The contrasting tendencies of the chisel 2 and 3 to the chisels 5 and 6 are a clear notice for this. The intrusion behaviour was improved for both groups by the trapezoidal cutting-edge geometry. The differences are found in the lateral design of the cutting edges. While a lateral wedge form was left on chisels 2 and 3, chisels 4 and 5 were grinded to a narrow lateral burr. Due to this sharp edge these chisel forms tend to perform like the pointed chisel, which had the lowest processing performance of all chisels in chiselling on the edge of a plate.

After the principal experiments with the chisel hammer in the context of the basic investigations of crack tracking and the various edge breaking-off tests, the chosen chisel modifications were examined and compared in extensive sets of experiments. Electro-pneumatic combination hammers by the company HILTI were used for these experiments.

The aim was to investigate the behaviour of the chisel variants in practice-oriented application in the mechanical processing of concrete.

6. Results

With the performed experimental investigations the experiences of the mechanical processing of concrete up to the present could be extended. The findings about the different chisel forms, which were made based on the energy amount transmitted to the specimen, render an improved design of tools. The results from the developed drop device (Fig 7) correspond well to the results from the real-life experiments (Fig 8). Thus it is possible under laboratory conditions to make a good assessment of the performance of new tools.

The questions on the effect of the amount of energy for a single impact on different cutting-edge geometries could be answered more distinctly. Furthermore the conditions of a strength increase of the concrete under the impact areas could be modified. The application of the
lateral impact force, which is supposed to enlarge the crack more efficiently after the crack initialisation, first leads to a prevention of the crack initialisation. This greater strength can be only overcome efficiently by a greater amount of energy for a single impact. Thus the advantage of the diversion of the impact energy for chisels with teeth is partly compensated, because a greater strength is also observed in the area where the crack formation usually occurs. Therefore chisels with lateral teeth are to be seen as unfavourable for combination hammers with a small amount of energy for the single impact.
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